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The core setting of the Shadowrun role-playing game deserves a detailed treatment that gives both

players and gamemasters tools to make using hte setting easier and more fun. With geographic

details, plot hooks, a large collection of player cards, an innovative modular map system that can

easily generate a wide variety of buildings in moments, and more, this box will immerse players in

the tumult and chaos of the Emerald City. Detailed information on the most popular setting in

Shadowrun built for Shadowrun, Fifth Edition. Ages 13+
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The core setting of the Shadowrun role-playing game deserves a detailed treatment that gives both

players and gamemasters tools to make using hte setting easier and more fun. With geographic

details, plot hooks, a large collection of player cards, an innovative modular map system that can

easily generate a wide variety of buildings in moments, and more, this box will immerse players in

the tumult and chaos of the Emerald City. Detailed information on the most popular setting in

Shadowrun built for Shadowrun, Fifth Edition. Ages 13+

Honestly, I regret purchasing this product... I expected more value for money. The content in terms

of information is fine, but I already had it in pdf and wanted a hardcopy for our gaming group.Not a

bad product per say, but unfortunately, the material looks rather cheap; the booklets are softcover

stapled, the poster is pretty useless in play, and the goodies are not really raising my enthusiasm.

So, the value is really not there for me.In contrast, the German translator for Shadowrun is

apparently delivering the same improved product (with beautiful, useful maps) for just about half the



price... I guess I need to learn German

It adds a few tools to help create a good gaming run truthfully I feel the older gen source books were

more helpful the map cards are baseball sized the map is useless for game play the player cards or

npc cards could be helpful but also easily could have come as a book with lists of corporate security

stats and the like

Great product everything it said it was

superior product super game
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